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Using “Investigate eShell” as an instructor
Purpose of these guidelines

The purpose of these guidelines is to enable you to create a learning environment and learning
activities to support your students in decision-making, problem solving and case-based
reasoning. “Investigate e-Shell” is designed to support the exploration of your students in one
of two major learning environments. Investigate E-Shell is a tool created in DreamWeaver
with video illustrations and can be viewed with your normal browser.
How the guidelines should be used

The guidelines should be used when you have decided on the learning outcomes that you
want students to develop and when you need to decide on how to create appropriate tasks and
learning activities to support learning. Prior to using the guidelines, you should ensure that
you follow the readiness checklist below. You also need to look carefully at the two
examples that have been built into the tool.
Assumptions or limitations of the content

The content in each of the illustrations is used to provide examples of a Web–Based
simulation environment. The example “Assessment in Mathematics” is a resource-based
scenario that has access to several forms of information which the student must collate in
response to a scenario task, while “Virtual Office” is a case or challenge presented as a series
of episodes with access to varying resources as appropriate.
Target Audience

If you are teaching in higher education, in an academic or vocational area, you will find this
tool useful, as it can be adapted for use in a variety of disciplinary areas. The planned learning
outcomes of this learning design are best practiced within a realistic work environment.
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Readiness Checklist and Advice: For designers of scenarios,
decision challenges and cases
For designers and teachers, the following questions need to be addressed if you wish to use
the structure and/or create a simulation. They contain hyperlinks to relevant aspects in the two
examples which have been built in the tool.
Checklist 1: For teachers seeking to use cases and scenarios in teaching
1. Is your teaching topic suitable for a case study?
2. What do you want the student to achieve as learning outcomes from their case
or simulation?
3. How can you to prepare your students? What can be done online and what
needs to be done face-to-face if anything? (In the examples, the tasks are setup within the website).
4. How should you create e-tivities (learning activities) for scenarios, decisionmaking and cases?
5. What forms of support are your learners going to need?
6. What would be a useful length of time on each e-tivity?
7. What assessment options are possible?
Checklist 2: For designers of cases
1. Collect resources: Ensure that you have collected the range of resources
necessary to show the range of issues to the students. Examine the Assessment
Strategies in Mathematics example to review the descriptions, samples, novice
and expert views about the strategy and finally the video illustrations. From
these pieces of evidence, the student can construct a view of each strategy.
2. Create a number of cases: Make sure that you show the variation from simple
to complex and match them with learning outcomes.
3. Support students: Give them frameworks for analysis. Often students do not
have the skills to identify the key attributes or strategies to solve the problems
set. Suggesting a framework can save time and enable them to take their first
steps with more certainty. In the examples, the questions and investigations
will drive the students actions and provide a supports for learning.
Getting Started
To use the Investigate e-Shell tool there are a number of decisions that need to be made
about the structure of materials and then resources need to be collected to fit within the
Dreamweaver templates provided in the download site.
Decisions to begin the process:
1) What is the basic structure of the information, which is being used by the students to
complete their task?
In the two examples attached to this guideline, one is organised by task and
concept and the other is organised by chronology and space. In the learning design
Assessment Strategies in Mathematics (LD2), the presentation of information is
organised by the type of problem (either Problem or Investigation) and the strategy
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which is being used. Thus, the left hand menu offers Problems, Investigations and
Strategies.
So if you are interested in designing a scenario or decision challenge using
Investigate e-Shell, you need to identify how you are asking students to review
information which could be located either spatially or temporally or conceptually.
In Virtual Records, the structure of the simulation is based on a series of daily
experiences, which must be engaged with and completed before moving into the
next days activities. Over the period of the two weeks the students complete
several writing tasks which build to a final assignment.
In other learning designs, the instructor might deem it more important to organise
the resources by spatial position or task. For instance if you were asking students
to solve a problem based on data collected from different part of a environmental
site then the data can be embedded in a numbers of different physical locations
across the site. The student would then collect, question and hypothesise about the
phenomena to arrive at an explanation.
2) How should my materials be placed into the structure?
In the following figure, the basic file structure is presented. The structure is a
simple hierarchy with the index file being the starting point. The top simulation
window is the file “top.html” which has two parts (top_menu.html which is the left
hand frame and top_main.html which is the right hand frame). The next level
down are the areas, and within each area are activities. All graphics are placed in
the images folder and the media folder contains the movies.
The following file structure is the file structure for the Assessment website. (The
Virtual Records website is similarly constructed except as the links are between
areas which have pass codes they are called area1, area2 etc)

The structure within each area is shown in the next figure. Area 1B is the
strategies section when entering the section the starting file is area.html and this is
composed of two other files which fill the two frames (area_menu.html for the left
hand frame and area_main.html for the right hand frame). In the Assessment
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example, two of the components from the original source are provided to these
illustrate the use of the structure. Activity 1 (Problem Solving) and Activity 2
(Reflective Prompts) are the two examples. These files replace the contents of the
area_main.html by their own pages.

Each of the activity files has the same structure and it contains the four elements
found in the filing cabinet of the original design. In addition, the video Illustrations
are included at the end of the file. Note that they are presented using the
QuickTime capability of the browser and do not require any special windows.
However, they are not placed in the activity file directly as they would take too
much time to load. A key frame has been copied from the movie and used as a
placeholder and button.
The file and hierarchy structure is shown in the next figure which represents the
way the information is presented to the user.
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Credits
Software tool and guidelines for use were derived from LD2 and LD15: Web-based
simulation environment. It was envisaged to have two forms: one a resource based scenario
which has access to several different forms of information with which the student must collate
a response to the scenario task; and a second version where the case or challenge is presented
as a series of episodes with access to varying resources as appropriate.

Virtual Records example
The design is characterised:
(a) by its tasks, which essentially consists of structured pieces of writing
(b) by its context, which is a scenario that incorporates a technology-based simulation of
a workplace placement. The resources that characterise the learning design are
a.
b.
c.
d.

the simulated work environment
the scenario
the assessment tasks
the use of mentors.

(c) by the support mechanisms that characterise the learning design
a. chronological task design
b. the simulation/scenario
c. mentors
After reading the introduction file index.html the main simulation will have a starting screen
with an introduction.

Starting on the first Monday, the student collects information about their learning task and
proceeds to work through the materials.
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Then the resources can be accessed using a simple metaphor such as the office desk.
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Clicking on each of the resources will produce it in a window that floats over the basic
window. Each would pop up a new window viz:

A structured guide that helps in information collection or a listing of the staff.
If the appropriate button in the left hand frame is chosen then a new place is available from
which additional resources can be collected. For example in keeping with the office metaphor,
the logical link would be a corridor with access to other staff offices.
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Such a corridor metaphor can lead into many other spaces, to offices such as Mario’s where
additional information is obtained.
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